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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The study reported here is part of a multifaceted Commonwealth Fund–supported study, “Developing Patient-Centered Measures of Physician Quality,” that explored consumer preferences for information about physicians as well as potential sources for information. The study was conducted by the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA), a nonprofit oversight organization that evaluates and produces reports on the quality of health plans. After an extensive literature and “work in progress” search of research related to consumer preferences and use of information, the NCQA project team determined that there was a need for further work in the area using qualitative research methods. In consultation with members of the project advisory group (see Appendix E), the team developed a protocol for six focus groups consisting of a cross section of consumers of varying socioeconomic status and enrolled variously in commercial, Medicare, and Medicaid health insurance plans. The focus group exercises were conducted by the NCQA team between June 13 and 21, 2001.

A major goal of the focus groups was to determine if consumers could both understand and value not only their own perceptions of quality at the physician office level, but also the aspects of quality seen as important by physicians and experts. The team hypothesized that if consumers were given a carefully constructed frame of reference, they would be able to understand and value information related to domains of quality beyond patient-centered perceptions of care. Thus, after eliciting initial preferences for information about physician practice, the team presented participants with a framework for helping them understand multiple dimensions of physician performance, including the three main concepts seen by physicians and quality experts as critical: “Patient-Centered Care” (patient-centeredness), “Health Care That Works” (effectiveness), and “Safe Health Care” (safety).

The primary finding of the research confirmed the initial hypothesis—namely that consumers can understand and will value information about effectiveness and patient safety (as well as patient-centeredness) if they are presented with information in a consumer-friendly framework. These findings provide some basis for further research to determine if consumers will actually use information about multiple domains of information on quality of physician care in selecting or otherwise recognizing high quality physician practice. Coupled with a growing recognition by physicians and quality experts of the critical importance of patient perceptions of care (patient-centeredness), the finding also provides some hope that the medical community can move toward the broad and comprehensive measures and use of information on quality suggested in the Institute of Medicine (IOM) report Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century (2001).
Major findings from the focus group exercises included:

1. **Consumers initially focused on the patient–doctor relationship.** Consumer understanding of and desire for information on physician performance was limited to patient-centered concepts prior to the introduction of the framework. The focus group participants emphasized the dynamics of the patient–doctor relationship, with the majority of initial responses calling for empathetic qualities, e.g., “time,” “personal attention,” “caring,” “good communication skills,” “showing concern,” and “good bedside manner.”

2. **Once given a framework, consumers valued the concepts of safety and effectiveness equally with patient-centeredness.** After the framework was introduced, consumers were able to understand the concepts of effective and safe physician care as well as patient-centered concepts and appeared to value them about equally. This understanding was tested by presenting the concepts to the participants and engaging them in a discussion about what they thought the concepts meant, e.g., for “patient-centered care” participants responded with “patient-focused…you have a voice in your care”; for “effective care” participants responded with “consistent”; and for “safe health care” participants responded with “doing the right things, the right way.”

3. **To a lesser extent, consumers also understood many of 12 specific measurement areas associated with the three main concepts (see Appendix D).** For example, participants were presented with the measurement area, “doctor has up-to-date information on patient drug allergies,” and 50 of the 55 individuals were able to categorize the measurement area under the concept that most closely corresponded with the measurement area “Safe Health Care.”

4. **As has been noted in prior research, socioeconomic status and education affected comprehension of some high-level concepts.** The moderator and research staff in attendance observed that the participants in the Medicaid and “blue collar” groups struggled more than others with understanding some of the concepts and measurement areas and were less able to describe how these areas relate to good physician care.

5. **The Medicare population, more than other consumer groups, tended to equate good physician care with aspects of the patient–doctor relationship and to a lesser extent with the level of a doctor’s experience.** These participants seemed to give more emphasis to aspects of the interpersonal relationship between a patient and doctor, such as aspects of communication, listening, and bedside manner, with comments such as “I want to be more than just an appointment” and “A relationship is important…I want him to know my name.”

6. **Consumers want to work together with their physicians and be included in the decision-making process but do not want to assume sole or primary responsibility for their care.** When the participants were asked to choose the definition
that most closely encompassed the concept of patient-centered care; only 9 of the 55 participants selected “Doctor provides patient with the education and support to manage their own health,” whereas 24 of the 55 participants selected “Doctor and patient work together to make decisions that take into account the patient’s needs.”

7. **The Medicare population appears to be more accepting and forgiving of physician errors.** Despite their apparent understanding of the concept of medical errors and patient safety, these participants expressed a belief that health care can never be truly safe, and the human component of physician care creates an inherent potential for medical mistakes. This notion was particularly evident in the Medicare group, indicating that the Medicare consumers may be more reluctant to undermine or question a doctor’s authority.

8. **Consumers perceive a distinction between accountability for “physician” care and for “health” care.** Participants clearly struggled with the use of the term “health care” in the three main concepts and suggested that measurement areas and concepts should clearly specify the physician as the actor in any measurement describing a component of the service a physician provides.

9. **Consumers are very sensitive to word choices; when using text to describe measures or concepts, each word may have a profound impact on consumer comprehension.** In the measurement area “doctor provides the right treatment for short-term illness,” right can mean “correct,” as in the doctor provided the correct treatment for the illness, or it can mean “effective,” as in the doctor provided a treatment that led to an improvement in the patient’s condition.

Overall, focus group findings support the idea that consumer ability to understand and value health care quality information, specifically that of the IOM concepts of patient-centeredness, safety, and effectiveness, is enhanced when a consumer-friendly framework is employed. Careful attention to the words used to define measurement is necessary to achieve the correct understanding for the lay user; future cognitive evaluation of the measurements and the appropriate level of detail needed is key to this process.

Clearly, much work remains to be done on how to design and use frameworks that provide the critical level of consumer understanding, as well as exploration of whether the “value” expressed by consumers in our qualitative focus group study translates into actual use of the information in practice. An additional major barrier is the lack of reliable and valid information on quality at the physician office practice level. While these issues must be addressed, the conclusion that consumers can understand and value information on the safety and effectiveness of physician practice, if confirmed, has important implications for clinicians and consumers, as well as those interested in monitoring, improving, and reporting on physician office practice quality.
EXPLORING CONSUMER PERSPECTIVES ON GOOD PHYSICIAN CARE: 
A SUMMARY OF FOCUS GROUP RESULTS

INTRODUCTION

The Need for a Meaningful Evaluation System
As the science of performance measurement matures and public interest in information on health care quality grows, efforts to report quality information have expanded. To date, the most sophisticated forms of performance measurement and public reporting efforts have been limited to managed care organizations and, in a more limited manner, to hospitals and nursing homes. However, surveys indicate that consumers are most interested in information about quality of physician care. Efforts are underway by researchers to create performance evaluation measures and programs at the physician group and individual physician levels. In order to create evaluation systems that are meaningful to consumers, as well as purchasers or clinicians, researchers have been exploring what information related to the quality of physician care consumers feel they need or want.

Obstacles to Assessing Consumer Preferences
While a number of studies have been conducted on the kind of information consumers want, understanding consumer preferences has been hampered by a number of factors. The relatively complex nature of medical practice and its evaluation, the limited knowledge of consumers about the multiple domains of quality, and the lack of information on physician performance that is actually available have all led to instability in what consumers indicate is important in selecting physicians. Several investigators have also found that consumer preferences for information about physicians are influenced by what information they are given and how it is presented. Consumer reliance on limited information and the tendency to be easily swayed have contributed to what appears to be a major gap between what practitioners and quality experts see as critical to physician practice quality and how patients understand quality and use actual or experimental information to choose physicians. While physicians and quality experts see valid and reliable measures of safety, effectiveness, and efficiency as critical, studies of patient preferences suggest that patients rely almost exclusively on their own perceptions of care or on the experience and recommendations of friends and relatives, which are limited to a few basic characteristics of physician practice. This disconnect causes physicians to distrust the ability of consumers to use information on practice to choose wisely and casts considerable doubt on the future of consumers as an effective “lever” to drive quality improvement.
METHODOLOGY: DESIGNING A FOCUS GROUP STUDY

The study reported here is part of a multifaceted Commonwealth Fund–supported study, “Developing Patient-Centered Measures of Physician Quality,” that explored consumer preferences for information about physicians as well as potential sources for information. The study was conducted by the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA), a nonprofit oversight organization that evaluates and produces reports on the quality of health plans. After an extensive literature and “work in progress” search of research related to consumer preferences and use of information, the NCQA project team determined that there was a need for further work in the area using qualitative research methods. In consultation with members of the project advisory group (see Appendix E), the team developed a protocol for six focus groups consisting of a cross section of consumers of varying socioeconomic status and enrolled variously in commercial, Medicare, and Medicaid health insurance plans. The focus group exercises were conducted by the NCQA team between June 13 and 21, 2001.

A major goal of the focus groups was to determine if consumers could both understand and value not only their own perceptions of quality at the physician office level, but also the aspects of quality seen as important by physicians and experts. The team hypothesized that if consumers were given a carefully constructed frame of reference, they would be able to understand and value information related to domains of quality beyond patient-centered perceptions of care. An initial step in the focus groups was to elicit participant’s ideas about areas of physician performance that would be useful in choosing a physician. Then the project team shared with the groups three of the main concepts of quality noted in two recent reports from the Institute of Medicine (IOM), Envisioning the National Health Care Quality Report and Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century: “Patient-Centered Care” (patient-centeredness), “Health Care That Works” (effectiveness), and “Safe Health Care” (safety).

The research was designed to:

• Determine whether presenting a framework for measuring physician performance would expand consumer understanding of physician quality;
• Determine if participants would understand and value the three concepts of good physician care: effectiveness, patient-centeredness, and safety;
• Explore different ways of describing the areas of physician performance so that it was most meaningful and understandable to consumers; and
• Examine whether participants understand the measurement areas for each concept and believe each measurement area represents good physician care.
NCQA contracted with The Family Research Group (FRG) to assist in the development of focus group protocols, to moderate the focus groups, and to draft an initial analysis of the groups. See Appendices A through D for detailed descriptions of focus group methodologies and protocols. In addition, staff worked closely with Judith Hibbard in the development of the focus group exercises and on the findings. Substantial input on the general conduct of the study and in understanding the results was also provided by an expert panel. See Appendix E for a list of the expert panel members.

MAJOR FINDINGS FROM FOCUS GROUP EXERCISES
Each of the nine major findings from the focus groups is discussed in more detail below. When possible, we have included actual comments recorded during the focus groups. These comments appear in italics.

1. Consumers initially focused on the patient–doctor relationship.
The initial focus group exercise asked participants to describe what constitutes good physician care. All of the focus groups dealt primarily with the dynamics of the patient–doctor relationship. The majority of initial responses called for empathetic qualities, such as “time,” “personal attention,” “caring,” “good communication skills,” “showing concern,” and “good bedside manner.” For example, participants said:

“I want a doctor who is going to take his time… explain things to me and not rush me out of the office.”

“I want to be more than just an appointment.”

“It would be nice if they’re concerned about your comfort… their staff should care, too.”

“A relationship is important… I want him to know my name.”

These findings are consistent with current research showing that consumers are concerned about the patient–doctor relationship and its impact on their care. Consumers list most often the aspects of the interpersonal relationship between a patient and doctor such as communication, listening, and bedside manner, as the items they would like to know about physician care. This is not surprising, since issues of the patient–doctor relationship and patient-centeredness are things patients are familiar with, without having a meaningful framework for understanding and using other types of quality information, such as information on effectiveness.

After the initial focus group exercise, safety and effectiveness frameworks were presented to the groups. Overwhelmingly the groups indicated that if information about these elements was available to them, they would review the data and use the information.
Implications: These findings suggest that consumers value the patient-centered aspects of physician care. Some consumers may be more likely to prefer physicians who concentrate on building and maintaining meaningful relationships with their patients and involve the patient in the care process. However, framing quality information to help consumers understand the safety and effectiveness aspects of quality care provides another source of information that consumers will use when making choices.

2. Once given a framework, consumers valued the concepts of safety and effectiveness equally with patient-centeredness.
One purpose of the focus groups was to determine whether consumers understand the concepts of effective, patient-centered, and safe health care. The moderator tested this hypothesis by presenting the concepts on poster boards and engaging the participants in a discussion about what they thought the concepts meant. This discussion was followed by the presentation of three definitions for each concept and a group discussion on how well the definitions described the concept. The focus groups revealed that, in general, the participants understood the concepts, although there were problems with language that the participants felt was confusing or vague.

For example, when asked “What is Patient-Centered Care?” most participants understood the concept:

“Patient-focused… you have a voice in your care.”

“Accessible.”

“You have a relationship… he knows your name.”

“Doesn’t rush… takes time to explain to you what’s going on.”

Some participants, however, were confused by the concept:

“It’s a center for patients.”

“It’s a place where patients go… like a clinic.”

Throughout the discussions, the participants struggled to create a better way of phrasing the concept behind Patient-Centered Care. After several sessions, members from one group suggested that the term “patient–doctor relationship” is a better term to reflect the concept of Patient-Centered Care. Later groups agreed with this term, indicating that “patient–doctor relationship” more clearly indicates a mutually respectful relationship with two-way communication and shared decision-making between the patient and the doctor.
In contrast to Patient-Centered Care, the majority of participants understood the concepts of Health Care That Works and Safe Health Care. The participants described Health Care That Works as:

“Effective.”
“Consistent.”
“Preventive and corrective care.”

The participants described Safe Health Care as:

“The doctor does not give you medicine you’re allergic to.”
“Doing the right thing, the right way.”

**Implications:** Consumers comprehend the IOM concepts of effectiveness, patient-centeredness, and safety when the concepts are phrased using consumer-friendly terms. All three terms resonate with consumers, although the specific wording of the concepts may affect comprehension, as was seen in the case with Patient-Centered Care. The three concepts from the IOM report could provide the foundation for an effective framework for health care quality information for consumers.

3. To a lesser extent, consumers also understood many of 12 specific measurement areas associated with the three main concepts (see Appendix D).

While the three main concepts of effectiveness, patient-centeredness, and safety may provide the foundation for a framework for quality information, developers of quality information must pay attention to the construction and portrayal of the individual measurement areas that comprise each concept. As described in the protocol in Appendix A and the list in Appendix D, the moderator presented 12 measurement areas to the focus group participants. The participants then were instructed to categorize the measurement areas under one of the two concepts, Health Care That Works or Safe Health Care.

Participants understood most measurement areas and were generally able to identify whether a measurement area was categorized under Health Care That Works or Safe Health Care. However, there was some confusion over items that could be interpreted in more than one way. For example, staff considered the measurement area “doctor identifies illness early” to be categorized under Health Care That Works, since this measurement area applies to preventive care (e.g., mammography). In contrast, a few participants felt that a doctor who did not identify illness early by failing to screen for cancer was risking a patient’s safety and therefore categorized this concept under Safe Health Care.
The results from the categorization exercise, by measurement area, are given below. The numbers appearing under the Health Care That Works and Safe Health Care columns indicate the number of participants that categorized each measurement area under that concept. Stars indicate the concept that staff felt most closely corresponded with the measurement area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Area</th>
<th>Health Care That Works</th>
<th>Safe Health Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor provides the right treatment for short-term illness.” Example: Doctor provides antibiotics for strep throat infection.</td>
<td>40*</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor writes accurate prescriptions.” Example: Doctor writes prescriptions that can be accurately read.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor has up-to-date patient records.” Example: Doctor has up-to-date information on patient drug allergies.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of participants clearly understood this measurement area. Some participants who selected Safe Health Care reported that they did so because of the example. As one participant explained, if a physician provides the wrong prescription for strep throat, this would harm the patient and threaten patient safety. This finding was instructive, as staff had intended to use the word “right” to indicate “effective.” Other participant comments about this measurement area included:

“If it works... and the patient gets well, the right care has been given.”
“Good results. It’s effective.”
“It’s one visit... you’re done.”

Based on the participants’ feedback, this measurement area and example were very clear. In one participant’s words:

“If you’re given the wrong prescription... it’s clearly a mistake. That’s unsafe.”
This measurement area and example were also very clear to the participants. For example, the participants stated:

“A doctor needs to know about allergies, otherwise it would be unsafe.”

“If he doesn’t keep accurate records and know your history… mistakes will happen.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Area</th>
<th>Health Care That Works</th>
<th>Safe Health Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor follows up with patient after a serious illness.” Example: Doctor ensures stroke patients get the right amount of rehabilitation.</td>
<td>43*</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of participants clearly understood the measurement area. Again, some participants who selected Safe Health Care felt that the example’s use of “right” swayed them to Safe Health Care. In their words:

“Follow-up is health that is effective.”

“It ensures the ‘right’ amount… no mistakes.”

“I’m a cancer patient in remission. If a doctor doesn’t follow up with me, that’s unsafe.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Area</th>
<th>Health Care That Works</th>
<th>Safe Health Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor provides the right treatments for ongoing illness.” Example: Doctor gives the right medication for diabetes.</td>
<td>32*</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This measurement area and example confused participants. Here again, the word “right” communicates the “possibility of a mistake” and sways participants to Safe Health Care while NCQA staff felt this measurement area should be categorized under Health Care That Works. For example, the participants said:

“Safe Health Care… if you get the wrong medication, it’s not safe.”

“Does the word ‘right’ mean, right-correct or right-successful?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Area</th>
<th>Health Care That Works</th>
<th>Safe Health Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor’s license is in good standing.” Example: Doctor has no disciplinary actions against license.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This measurement area and example were very clear. In one participant’s words:

“If his license is taken away… he’s done something that’s not safe.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Area</th>
<th>Health Care That Works</th>
<th>Safe Health Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor follows the recommended procedures when performing surgery in the office.”</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Example: Doctor’s tools are properly cleaned and sterilized.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This measurement area and example were very clear. The participants were able to categorize this measurement area under Safe Health Care:

“It would be unsafe to have dirty equipment.”

“Even if he cleans his tools it doesn’t mean that he will perform effective surgery.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Area</th>
<th>Health Care That Works</th>
<th>Safe Health Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor ensures proper maintenance and storage of equipment and medication.”</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Example: Doctor ensures that medications are properly labeled.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This measurement area and example were not confusing. While NCQA staff felt this measurement area should be categorized under Safe Health Care, a few participants attributed dispensing the proper medicine as falling under Health Care that Works. However, the majority of participants categorized this measurement area under Safe Health Care. In their words, this measurement area can be defined as:

“Putting safety first.”

“If it’s not labeled correctly, it’s likely to be unsafe.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Area</th>
<th>Health Care That Works</th>
<th>Safe Health Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor identifies illness early.”</td>
<td>44*</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Example: Doctor tests for cancer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This measurement area and example were not confusing. While a few participants mentioned that failing to test for disease would be unsafe, most participants categorized it under Health Care That Works:

“The doctor is proactive… following through. That’s effective.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Area</th>
<th>Health Care That Works</th>
<th>Safe Health Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor has systems that ensure patients gets test results without mix-up or delay.”</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Example:</em> Doctor notifies patient of blood test results as soon as the results are available.</td>
<td></td>
<td>28*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both the measurement area and example initially confused participants, although after a group discussion many later confirmed that they understood the concept. Some participants felt that the phrase “without mix-up” indicates a lack of mistakes, leading the participant to categorize the measurement area under Safe Health Care. Other participants felt that the idea of “without… delay” communicates that the doctor is “providing good care” and therefore categorized the measurement area under Health Care that Works. The participants’ words reflect this conflict:

“Mix-up or delay is a safety issue.”

“If your tests come back and the doctor’s office calls you right away, you’re not sitting there waiting. He cares about how you feel.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Area</th>
<th>Health Care That Works</th>
<th>Safe Health Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Doctor has adequate experience performing a specific procedure.”</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Example:</em> Number of times the doctor has performed heart surgery.</td>
<td></td>
<td>31*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants who selected Safe Health Care were more likely to rationalize that if the doctor is inexperienced that’s unsafe. Participants who selected Health Care that Works noted that experience is “effective” medicine:

“If the doctor has never done [surgery]… it’s unsafe.”

“The doctor with more experience is more effective.”
This measurement area and example were very clear:

“He knows effective medication for prevention.”

“This is preventive medicine. It works.”

**Implications:** The results from this exercise confirm that the concepts of effectiveness and safety are not completely discrete ideas, but involve a degree of overlap. Indeed, many participants indicated that a doctor that did not provide effective care was threatening a patient’s safety. The indelible link between these concepts may make the categorization of individual measures under those concepts more challenging. It seems that when the measure suggests any possible “harm” some consumers think this means “safety.” Perhaps safety needs to be framed more in terms of mistakes to help differentiate it from effectiveness. Clearly, more research will need to be done before individual measures are “mapped” to the concepts of effectiveness and safety for use in various reporting mechanisms.

4. **As has been noted in prior research, socioeconomic status and education affected comprehension of some high-level concepts.** To some extent, the focus groups were controlled for certain key demographics, such as socioeconomic status and education level. Results from two groups, the Medicaid group and the “blue collar” group, were analyzed to determine whether socioeconomic status affected the consumers’ ability to comprehend and their willingness to value the three main concepts and the more detailed measurement areas.

The moderator and staff in attendance felt that the participants in the Medicaid and “blue collar” groups struggled with understanding the concepts and measurement areas and were less able to describe how these areas relate to good physician care. However, there were no clear patterns in either the written exercises or dialogue that allow for drawing conclusions on the characteristics or severity of this problem.

**Implications:** Additional research must be conducted to probe whether individuals of lesser socioeconomic status have information needs and preferences that differ from other demographic groups. Developers of measures and reporting frameworks must ensure that products are accessible and understandable by individuals of all socioeconomic backgrounds.
5. The Medicare population, more than other consumer groups, tended to equate good physician care with aspects of the patient–doctor relationship and to a lesser extent with the level of a doctor’s experience.

As described in Finding #1, consumers often value most aspects of the interpersonal relationship between a patient and doctor such as communication, listening, and bedside manner. This is not surprising, since issues of the patient–doctor relationship and patient-centeredness are what patients are familiar with. These ideas are consistent with current research. Through these focus groups, we have learned that the addition of a meaningful framework enhances consumers’ ability to understand and value health care quality information, such as information on effectiveness of care.

“I want a doctor who is going to take his time… explain things to me and not rush me out of the office.”

“I want to be more than just an appointment.”

“It would be nice if they're concerned about your comfort... their staff should care, too.”

“A relationship is important... I want him to know my name.”

To a lesser extent, participants offered traits such as “knowledgeable,” “trustworthy reputation,” and “experience” as indicators of a good physician. Interestingly, few participants directly referred to qualities related to clinical effectiveness or positive outcomes, such as “prescribing the appropriate medicine” and “making me better” when asked open-ended questions without having a framework or context for the information.

During this exercise, the participants were asked whether they value having access to information on physician quality. The participants overwhelmingly responded that information on physician quality is extremely important and desirable:

“Your life depends on [the doctor] you see... [information on quality] is extremely important.”

Implications: Consumers are very interested in knowing and using other quality measures of physician care. Although additional research is needed, the Medicare population concepts of clinical effectiveness appear to differ from other populations. Nevertheless, these findings demonstrate that consumers are highly interested in having access to information that provides insight into the quality of care that a physician provides.
6. Consumers want to work together with their physicians and be included in the decision-making process but do not want to assume sole or primary responsibility for their care. Recent shifts in the U.S. health care system have put a greater focus on the role of the individual consumer in managing both their health and their health care benefits. Insurance product types that emphasize the role of the individual consumer, such as defined contribution models, have received increased attention as employers and the health care system struggle to control escalating costs. Similarly, disease management programs, many of which focus on the role of the patient to self-manage their condition, have become widely employed as an effort to address many of the chronic diseases that require extensive resources to manage and treat. With this increased emphasis on the individual’s responsibility for their own health and health care, it is important to investigate consumers’ perspectives on their enhanced role in the health care system.

During the focus group sessions, the moderator described Patient-Centered Care as “being responsive to and respectful of patients” and “making sure patients have what they need to participate in their own care.” The moderator presented several definitions of Patient-Centered Care, and participants were asked to discuss each definition and choose the one that best represented the concept. These definitions were:

- Doctor has good communication skills and works with the patient to manage his or her own health.
- Doctor and patient work together to make decisions that take into account the patient’s needs.
- Doctor provides patient with the education and support to manage his or her own health.

The participants clearly preferred definitions of Patient-Centered Care that focused on a reciprocal relationship between the patient and the doctor, two-way communication, and shared decision-making. The participants disliked the definition “doctor provides patient with the education and support to manage his or her own health,” perceiving this as emphasizing one-way communication that leaves the patient to make decisions on his or her own. Several participants specifically disliked this definition because they felt that the “doctor is the expert” and that patients are ill equipped to make these decisions on their own.

Below is a summary of the participants’ selections of the definition that is most meaningful and most closely describes the concept of Patient-Centered Care.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of participants who selected definition</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>“Doctor has good communication skills and works with the patient to manage his or her own health.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>“Doctor and patient work together to make decisions that take into account the patient’s needs.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>“Doctor provides patient with the education and support to manage his or her own health.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two favored definitions communicate an emphasis on a reciprocal, two-way relationship. “Doctor has good communication skills and works with the patient to manage his or her own health,” echoed participants’ desires for good communication and attention. For example, the participants said:

“Communication skills’ are important.”

“Works with’” tells me he will completely understand my situation.”

For those participants who selected an alternate definition, the language “to manage his or her own health” seems to remove some of the responsibility from the doctor.

Again, “Doctor and patient work together to make decisions that take into account the patient’s needs,” echoed participants’ desires with the words, “work together to make decisions.” In the participants’ own words:

“Work together’ means that I have a say in my care.”

“They will deal with me as a whole person… my needs…. not just my illness.”

In contrast, the definition “Doctor provides patient with the education and support to manage his or her own health” was interpreted as a one-way communication with the primary responsibility on the patient. In one participant’s words:

“I want someone who works with me… I don’t want to manage my own health.”

**Implications:** Some consumers may be reluctant to accept a new role in the changing health care system that places a greater emphasis on their responsibility for being active or even proactive partners in managing their own health. These consumers seem to have firmly rooted ideas that the physician “is the expert” and that the reason why they have health insurance is for someone else to take care of certain things and make certain decisions. Despite these strong views, consumers do desire a voice in the decisions about their health care. Employers and health plans
that wish to promulgate products and systems that place a greater emphasis on the consumers’ role will need to closely manage the message about how much responsibility is expected of the patient. For measure development activities and reporting frameworks, effort must be made to include dimensions of how well a physician communicates with patients and provides a voice for the patient in decision-making.

7. The Medicare population appears to be more accepting and forgiving of physician errors.

The participants in NCQA’s focus groups recognized that safety is an important issue in health care and were able to note several examples of medical errors (e.g., prescribing the wrong drug or operating on the wrong limb). Despite this awareness, participants in all of the groups expressed a belief that health care can never be truly safe and that the human component of physician care creates an inherent potential for medical mistakes. This notion was particularly evident in the Medicare group, indicating that the Medicare consumers may be more reluctant to undermine or question a doctor’s authority.

For the focus group exercises, the moderator described the concept of Safe Health Care as “Preventing harm that can occur through medical mistakes” and “Ensuring that there is no harm to patients because of mistakes or poor practices.” The moderator presented several definitions of Safe Health Care and participants were asked to discuss each definition and choose the one that best represented the concept of Safe Health Care. These definitions were:

- Doctor follows processes that prevent errors that could harm patients.
- Doctor follows practices that minimize mistakes and accidental harm to patients.
- Doctor uses processes to guard against mistakes so patients are not harmed by the treatment.

The following table summarizes participants’ selections based on the one definition that they felt is most meaningful and most closely describes the concept of Safe Health Care.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of participants who selected definition:</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>“Doctor follows processes that prevent errors that could harm patients.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>“Doctor follows practices that minimize mistakes and accidental harm to patients.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>“Doctor uses processes to guard against mistakes so patients are not harmed by the treatment.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With this exercise, some participants were concerned by the use of certain words. For example, the majority of participants favored the definition “Doctor follows processes that prevent errors that could harm patients.” However, their rationale for this choice was based on the fact that they disliked some of the words used in the other definitions:

“I don’t like, ‘guard against’ or ‘minimize…’ ‘Prevent errors’ sounds more positive.”

The second most favored was the definition “Doctor uses processes to guard against mistakes so patients are not harmed by the treatment.” Participants favoring this definition stated:

“You can only ‘guard against,’ you can not prevent errors.”

“It encompasses the other two definitions.”

“Accidents do occur… this definition takes that into account and I like, ‘are not harmed by the treatment’.”

Some participants rejected the definition “Doctor follows practices that minimize mistakes and accidental harm to patients” because of its negative tone, indicating that some words used to describe measurement concepts may be so strong that the words divert attention from the information communicated through the measure. For example, one participant disliked the definition because:

“It’s such a negative statement… it scares me.”

In addition to strongly worded negative terms, participants did not like some terms that neither the moderator nor NCQA staff had predicted. In several focus group sessions, participants preferred the word “processes” to the word “practices” when used in the context of office processes or practices. This was true even by participants who selected a definition that used the word “practices” but who indicated a dislike for the term when the group discussed the term out of the context of the definition.

**Implications:** It appears that many consumers have adopted fatalistic beliefs regarding the ability for the health care system to prevent medical errors and mistakes. This idea must be further tested to confirm whether this is a widespread view among consumers. If this belief is prevalent, then national education efforts should be employed to inform the public about variation in safety and substantial problems with medical errors. Until consumers understand that medical errors can be prevented, they may devalue or misunderstand quality of care information that addresses the ability of doctors or the health care system as a whole to protect patient safety.
8. Consumers perceive a distinction between accountability for “physician” care and for “health” care.

The U.S. health care system is becoming increasingly fragmented. The major players of the system no longer include only the physician, hospital, and insurer but can include a large number of other entities that have taken on discrete functions that were previously performed by larger organizations. Developers of measures and reporting frameworks should not make assumptions about the way consumers perceive the health care system and issues of quality. One assumption that was made by NCQA staff was that consumers would perceive “health care” to encompass the care a physician provides in a one-on-one interaction with a patient. During the focus groups, participants clearly struggled with the use of the term “health care” in the three main concepts (Health Care That Works, Patient-Centered Health Care, Safe Health Care). The participants suggested that measurement areas and concepts should clearly specify the physician as the actor in any measurement describing a component of the service a physician provides. These participants suggested that better terms for the three main concepts be Physician Care That Works, Patient-Centered Physician Care (later more accurately described as the Patient–Doctor Relationship), and Safe Physician Care.

**Implications:** As the health care system changes, research must be conducted to probe how consumers relate to this less cohesive structure. Specifically, researchers should explore consumer perceptions of the various components of the health care system and how consumers perceive that the components work together. Through the NCQA focus groups, we found that consumers perceive a distinction between physician care and care or services that are provided on a systemwide basis. Without a broader understanding of these ideas, organizations are likely to make assumptions about consumers’ knowledge and perception of the health care system that can cause consumers to devalue performance measurement information. Clearly, consumers do have the ability and prefer to distinguish care provided by a physician (“physician care”) from care or services that are provided by a system (“health care”).

9. Consumers are very sensitive to word choices; when using text to describe measures or concepts, each word may have a profound impact on consumer comprehension.

The various report cards and other frameworks (e.g., healthchoices.org) currently used for reporting quality information to consumers employ textual descriptions that accompany the results from the quantitative measures. As has been seen through testing of specific report card formats, the words chosen for those textual descriptions have as much impact on a user’s impression of the information as the actual quantitative measures themselves. Results from NCQA’s focus groups indicate that consumers may view some words so negatively that the use of the words may mask or confuse the message behind the quantitative measures.
As was discussed earlier, some participants struggled with the wording of the concept of Patient-Centered Care. The participants found the wording of the individual measurement areas even more troublesome. One focus group exercise required the participants to consider a measurement area (e.g., “doctor provides the right treatment for short-term illness”) and identify the concept that corresponds with the measurement area (e.g., Health Care That Works). When presented with measurement areas and examples, some participants felt that some of the words used in the measurement areas had multiple meanings. For example, the term “right” can have multiple meanings and the interpretation of “right” can affect whether a measurement area corresponds with Health Care That Works or Safe Health Care. In the measurement area “doctor provides the right treatment for short-term illness,” right can mean “correct,” as in the doctor provided the correct treatment for the illness, or it can mean “effective,” as in the doctor provided a treatment that led to an improvement in the patient’s condition.

Similarly, participants disliked some words because of their tone. Participants from several groups were uncomfortable with the word “scientific” because the tone of the word implies experimentation or a sterile environment that does not lend itself to physician care. Participants disliked other words because they were too vague. They were very skeptical of words such as “helpful” and “guard,” citing these words as indicating weaker action or less successful care than words like “proven to work” and “preventing mistakes.”

**Implications:** The results from this exercise show that how a measure is described makes a difference and that consumers may react to words without paying attention to the underlying idea behind a message. Therefore, developers of reporting frameworks must not only test reporting formats and the visual aspect of the framework but must also evaluate how users are interpreting the textual descriptions that accompany the report.

**CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS**

The primary finding of this focus group study is that consumers’ ability to understand and value health care quality information is enhanced when a consumer-friendly framework is employed. Moreover, when an appropriate framework is provided, consumers report that they value information on physician office quality related to patient safety and effectiveness of care, as well as areas such as office location and elements of the physician–patient relationship.

The implications of these findings, while needing further confirmation in studies with a more rigorous experimental design, are important for those involved in evaluation or reporting of elements of quality at the level of physician office practice. The focus groups provided confirmation that there are major instabilities in consumer perceptions of quality. The marked dependence of consumer perceptions on word choice is one indication of this instability. Small changes in wording produced relatively large changes in how consumers understood various
concepts. This has been attributed in prior studies to the complexity of health care and the limited understanding that most consumers have of it.

In addition, if no framework is provided, which is the case with most surveys and prior studies, consumers indicate that they see quality as related almost exclusively to issues in the physician–patient relationship. These include such items as listening, communication, and bedside manner. By contrast, the IOM (in their report, Crossing the Quality Chasm) and most health professionals see this as only one domain (patient-centeredness) of quality and see other domains, such as patient safety and effectiveness, as of equal or even greater importance. This has led some to conclude that consumers are not “interested in” or do not value areas of quality outside of patient-centeredness and that there is a major rift between consumers and physicians in their views of health care quality. However, our focus group findings suggest that this apparent rift may not be as large as assumed, since when provided with explanations and a framework for understanding other aspects of quality, consumers do express interest in knowing about the domains of effectiveness and safety. While some concepts are still difficult for consumers, especially those with less education, this study suggests that there can be a much closer relationship between what “experts” see as important in quality and what consumers might value in choosing or selecting practices.

Clearly, these findings from a set of focus groups, which were only one part of a larger project, are subject to major limitations. The larger study included an extensive literature review and explorations of how existing measures of quality might be adapted to inform consumers about physician office practice quality. Moreover, the 55 participants were recruited from insured managed care plan populations. Although they were enrolled in a variety of plans—commercial, Medicare, and Medicaid—important differences may exist between this group and the population of the United States at large. While we attempted to select individuals from different racial, ethnic, and income groups, as well as those having different levels of experience with the health care system, they were all from a relatively small geographic area (the mid-Atlantic region) and did not include substantial numbers of younger persons or the uninsured. In addition, the study, by design, was meant to be qualitative and interactive.

Clearly, much work remains to be done in designing and using frameworks that will reveal a critical level of consumer understanding, as well as in exploring if the “value” expressed by consumers in our qualitative focus group study translates into actual use of the information in practice. A major barrier to consumer decision-making remains the lack of availability of reliable and valid information on quality at the physician office practice level. While these issues must be addressed, the conclusion that consumers can understand and value information on the safety and effectiveness of physician office practice, if confirmed, has important implications for clinicians and consumers, as well as those interested in monitoring, improving, and reporting on physician office practice quality.
APPENDIX A: FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS, SCHEDULE, AND PROTOCOL

At the outset of the project, NCQA staff and the project expert panel suggested that the focus groups be controlled for some key demographic characteristics. In addition to ensuring that each participant was enrolled in a managed care plan, we controlled for the participant’s insurance product line (commercial, Medicare, and Medicaid). The focus group selection protocol also called for one group of individuals with a higher level of education and one group of individuals with chronic conditions. NCQA chose several East Coast locations to save expenses since our expert panel did not feel that there would be major geographic variation in the responses to the concepts tested. The cities chosen reflected urban (Baltimore, MD), suburban (Fairfax, VA), and industrial (York, PA) environments. The breakdown of the groups and the demographics is below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Insurance</th>
<th>Additional Demographic Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Fairfax, VA Commercial (N=8)</td>
<td>Chronic conditions (illness lasting &gt; 6 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Fairfax, VA Commercial (N=9)</td>
<td>Higher level of education (associate’s degree or higher) and “switchers/choosers”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD Medicare (N=9)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD Medicaid (N=9)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>York, PA Commercial (N=10)</td>
<td>“White collar” (defined by self-report of occupation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>York, PA Commercial (N=10)</td>
<td>“Blue collar” (defined by self-report of occupation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 55 consumers participated in the two-hour focus group sessions. The Family Research Group (FRG) recruited participants who were of various ethnic and educational backgrounds and at least 18 years old. FRG established additional quotas for the type of health plan product, socioeconomic status, and the participant’s past change of primary care physician (in the past six months) or anticipated change (in the next six months). NCQA decided to recruit these “switchers/choosers” to explore whether an individual’s comprehension and valuing of quality information is influenced by the proximity of an opportunity to use such information in a decision. See Appendix B for more detailed information on the composition of the groups.

Protocol
At the beginning of each focus group session, the moderator initiated the discussion by asking open-ended questions about the participants’ views on the attributes of good physician care (NCQA staff developed measurement areas and examples of each for the sessions). The moderator also asked participants about their opinions on whether consumers should have access to quality
information about individual physicians. After this icebreaker, the moderator provided some basic information about NCQA and its mission, along with an example and explanation of a sample health plan report card.

After the opening exercise, the moderator used poster boards to present each of the three concepts identified through the IOM report—effectiveness, patient-centeredness, and safety. Consumer-friendly labels were used for each of the concepts—"Health Care That Works" (effectiveness), “Patient-Centered Care” (patient-centeredness), and “Safe Health Care” (safety). The moderator described each concept and presented three similar definitions for each concept. For each concept participants then selected the one definition that was “most meaningful and most closely described the concept.” The moderator then led the group through a brief discussion to elicit the participants’ rationales for their choices. Using a scale of 5 to 1, with “5” meaning “Extremely Important” and “1” meaning “Not at All Important,” the participants then rated how important each concept was to their choice of physician. Refer to Appendix C for the concept definitions that were tested.

Following the discussion on the concepts’ definitions, the moderator led the group through an exercise that probed their understanding of detailed measurement areas that correspond to each of the three concepts. Because of the significant amount of research that has been conducted on the Computer Assessment of Health Plans (CAHPS®) survey and issues of patient centeredness, NCQA chose to concentrate the more detailed exercises on measurement areas related to Health Care That Works (effectiveness) and Safe Health Care (safety). The protocol for this exercise was slightly different in the first two groups than in the remaining focus groups. In focus groups I and II (Fairfax), the moderator provided the participants with “Post-It” notes that were preprinted with 12 detailed measurement areas that corresponded to one of the three concepts. An example was also provided for each of the 12 measurement areas. Participants were instructed to read the measurement area, identify the concept (Health Care That Works or Safe Health Care) that most closely corresponded with the measurement area, and affix the Post-It note to the corresponding poster board that included the concept and its definition. The moderator then asked the participants to describe their interpretations of the measurement area and the rationales for their choices.

Due to logistical challenges, the exercise with the Post-It notes proved to be problematic. Therefore, the moderator changed the protocol slightly for the remaining groups. In the remaining focus groups, participants were provided with a list of the 12 measurement areas and asked to identify the concept (Health Care That Works or Safe Health Care) that most closely corresponded with the measurement area. Participants indicated their choice by circling the corresponding concept on a worksheet. Again, the moderator followed the exercise with a discussion about the participants’ interpretations of the measurement concepts and the rationales for their choices. Refer to Appendix D for the measurement concepts that were tested.
The focus group sessions concluded with a “Board of Directors” exercise, in which participants assumed the role of NCQA’s leadership and were asked to identify other important information they would like included in a report on physician quality.
## APPENDIX B: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total (n=55)</th>
<th>I-Fairfax (n=8)</th>
<th>II-Fairfax (n=9)</th>
<th>III-Baltimore (n=9)</th>
<th>IV-Baltimore (n=9)</th>
<th>V-York (n=10)</th>
<th>VI-York (n=10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-35</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-55</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56+</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self /family member with chronic condition</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changed PCP in past 6 months</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likely to change PCP in next 6 months</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has children &lt;18 yrs in home</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C: THREE MAIN CONCEPTS TESTED

Concept Definitions

**Health Care That Works (Effective Health Care)**
Definitions tested:

- Doctor uses procedures that have been tested and shown to produce good results.
- Doctor provides medical care that is scientifically proven to be helpful.
- Doctor provides medical care proven to work.

**Safe Health Care**
Definitions tested:

- Doctor follows processes that prevent errors that could harm patients.
- Doctor follows practices that minimize mistakes and accidental harm to patients.
- Doctor uses processes to guard against mistakes so patients are not harmed by the treatment.

**Patient-Centered Health Care**
Definitions tested:

- Doctor has good communication skills and works with the patient to manage his or her own health.
- Doctor and patient work together to make decisions that take into account the patient’s needs.
- Doctor provides patient with the education and support to manage his or her own health.
APPENDIX D: INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENT CONCEPTS TESTED

Individual Measurement Concepts

1. “Doctor provides the right treatment for short-term illness.” Example: Doctor provides antibiotics for strep throat infection.

2. “Doctor writes accurate prescriptions.” Example: Doctor writes prescriptions that can be accurately read.

3. “Doctor has up-to-date patient records.” Example: Doctor has up-to-date information on patient drug allergies.

4. “Doctor follows-up with patient after a serious illness.” Example: Doctor ensures stroke patients get the right amount of rehabilitation.

5. “Doctor provides the right treatments for ongoing illness.” Example: Doctor gives the right medication for diabetes.

6. “Doctor’s license is in good standing.” Example: Doctor has no disciplinary actions against license.

7. “Doctor follows the recommended procedures when performing surgery in the office.” Example: Doctor’s tools are properly cleaned and sterilized.

8. “Doctor ensures proper maintenance and storage of equipment and medication.” Example: Doctor ensures that medications are properly labeled.


10. “Doctor has systems that ensure patients gets test results without mix-up or delay.” Example: Doctor notifies patient of blood test results as soon as the results are available.

11. “Doctor has adequate experience performing a specific procedure.” Example: Number of times the doctor has performed heart surgery.

12. “Doctor provides preventive care at the right time.” Example: Doctor offers flu shots to patients prior to the flu season.
APPENDIX E: LIST OF EXPERT PANEL MEMBERS

1. Carolyn M. Clancy, M.D., Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
2. Kathryn Coltin, M.P.H., Harvard Pilgrim HealthCare
3. Carol Cronin, M.S.W., Independent Consultant
4. François de Brantes, M.B.A., General Electric
5. Susan Edgman-Levitan, P.A., Consultant
6. Arnold Epstein, M.D., M.A., Harvard School of Public Health
7. Barbara Fleming, M.D., Ph.D., Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
8. Judith Hibbard, Dr.P.H., University of Oregon
9. Sherrie Kaplan, Ph.D., M.P.H., Tufts University School of Medicine
10. Trudy Lieberman, B.S., Consumer Reports
11. Debra L. Ness, M.S.W., National Partnership for Women and Families
12. R. Heather Palmer, M.B.B.Ch., S.M., Harvard School of Public Health
13. Shoshanna Sofaer, Dr.P.H., Baruch College, School of Public Affairs
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